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Independent Component Analysis (ICA) in
CubeSat Swarm Spectrum Sensing

Increasingly Crowded LEO Wireless Environment
• Unlike conventional large satellites, which demand high
transmission power for data exchange, the LEO CubeSat swarm
realizes the wider network coverage and high data rate with less
power consumed.

Simulation Results
• Variance of number of transmission source

• Assuming there are N channels of local CubeSat network, the
primary signal of every channel are independent without
considering the multipath effects and potential mutual interference.
Mixed signals on the different channels are independent. The
received signal on ith sensor is:
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Our purpose is to find a separation matrix W, and by that, we can
obtain the output as the estimation of source signal[3]:

Challenges: inefficient usage of spectrum utilization and increasing
delay with the increased number of on-orbit CubeSat.
A more crowded LEO wireless environment is expected to form
•
Specifically
in
MIMO
antenna,
H
matrix
can
be
defined
as
H
li, in
with the increasing of launching plan for small satellite[1][2].
which it represents the channel gain of ith signal on lth antenna. So
the received signal can be represented as:
Proposed Application Scenario

• Modulation type

Multi components for the configuration of non-terrestrial network
existed in the LEO track.
The cooperation exists between homogeneous CubeSat swarm
• Where si specifically denotes the sensed signal from source i, and Ai
networks, which provide services for multiple types of user.
is the complex flat fading channel parameter. Carrier frequency wc
is picked as 3GHz in S band. tl is the time delay at antenna l for user
i, with direction of arrival Φl. Time delay at antenna is defined as
the cosine of angle of arrival primary link signal:

Conclusion
• Evaluation metrics:
 Computing block size:
 Word length (WL)
 Signal interference ratio:
 Modulation types
 Number of transmission source

• ICA algorithm-based BSS primary user detection in Inter-CubeSat
communication is presented. Multiple practical implementation
issues of MIMO communication in CubeSat swarm is discussed.
SIR and iteration times are applied to evaluate the performance and
efficiency of the ICA algorithm.
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